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ABSTRACT   

The project PLAnetary Transits and Oscillations of stars (PLATO) is one of the three medium class (M class) missions 
selected in 2010 for definition study in the framework of the ESA Cosmic Vision 2015-2025 program. The main 
scientific goals of PLATO are the i) discovery and study of extra-solar planetary systems, (including those hosting Earth-
like planets in their habitable zone) by means of planetary transits detection from space and radial velocity follow-up 
from ground, and ii) the characterization of the hosting stars through seismic analysis, in order to determine with high 
accuracy planetary masses and ages. According to the study made by the PLATO Payload Consortium (PPLC) during 
the PLATO assessment phase, the scientific payload consists of 34 all refractive telescopes having small aperture (120 
mm) and wide field of view (greater than 1000 degree2) observing over 0.5-1 micron wavelength band. The telescopes 
are mounted on a common optical bench and are divided in four families with an overlapping line-of-sight in order to 
maximize the science return. In this paper, we will describe the detailed design of the Telescope Optical Units (TOUs) 
focusing on the selected optical configuration and the expected performances.   

Keywords: Space telescope, wide field camera, extra-solar planetary system, asteroseismology.  

1. INTRODUCTION  
PLATO is planned to be lunch in 2017 (2018) with a Soyuz-Fregat from Kourou. The operation will start in L2 with a 
Lissajous orbit allowing continuous observations with a field rotation of 90 degrees every three months. The mission life 
time is expected to be longer than 6 years. 

PLATO is based on a multi-instruments approach: it is composed by 32 cameras observing in a very broad band (500-
1000 nm) and 2 specialized cameras observing with high cadency in two broad bandpasses (blue and red). The 
disposition of the cameras on the optical bench has been optimized for the overlapping line of sight strategy (see Figure 
1). The 32 cameras have been divided in four subsets of eight cameras. Each subset looks at the same circular Field of 
View (having a diameter of 37 degrees ). The line of sight of the four subsets are misaligned in such a way that the 
overlapping Field of View areas guarantee the required number of stars at given noise level and the required number of 
stars at given magnitude (the overall Field of View is 2180 degree2).  
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In particular, 32 cameras will observe 305 degree2, 24 cameras will observe 244 degree2, 16 cameras will observe 719 
degree2 and 8 cameras will observe 914 degree2. For each covered sky area it has been estimated the expected limiting 
magnitude and the precision (see Table 1). Moreover, the overlapping line of sight strategy allows continuous 
observation of the same sky area with 90 degrees field rotation every 3 months.  

Currently, the observation strategy has been divided in two parts: the first part will be dedicated to the observation of two 
sky areas for a long period of 2-3 years; the second part will be dedicated to a step and stare strategy with each fields 
observed for 2-5 months (1-2 years). As result, it will be cover the 50% of the sky. 
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Figure 1. Overlapping line of sight scheme (left) and cameras allocation on the optical bench (right). 

 

Table 1. Limiting magnitude and precision for each TOUs subsets. 

cameras subsets Precision Limiting Magnitudes 
32 cameras 27 ppm/hour 10.9 
24 cameras 27 ppm/hour 10.6 
16 cameras 27 ppm/hour 10.2 
8 cameras 27 ppm/hour 9.4 

32 cameras 80 ppm/hour 12.9 
24 cameras 80 ppm/hour 12.6 
16 cameras 80 ppm/hour 12.3 
8 cameras 80 ppm/hour 11.7 

32 cameras 800 ppm/hour 15.8 
24 cameras 800 ppm/hour 15.7 
16 cameras 800 ppm/hour 15.4 
8 cameras 800 ppm/hour 15.0 
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2. TOUs OPTICAL DESIGN 
Each camera is made by an optical-mechanical unit (Telescope Optical Unit=TOU), and focal plane in which a mosaic of 
4 CCDs is mounted. The TOUs optical design has been changed many times during the assessment phase and beyond as 
the science requirements were more and more refined. Briefly, the design has evolved from a catadioptric design through 
a 5 lenses fully-refractive system to a 6 lens fully-refractive system. In the following all the significant steps are 
described. 

2.1 TOUs Optical Design History 

As starting point for the optical design of the TOUs, the PPLC team has considered the design optimized by ESA CDF 
during the pre-assessment phase [1]. At that time the requirements and the design drivers were less stringent with respect 
with the actual ones in terms of entrance pupil size and Field of View. Each TOU had to cover the spectral range from 
400 to 1000 nm, with a collecting area bigger than 100 cm2 (i.e. an entrance pupil diameter equal to 113 mm), and a 
Field of View wider than 500 degree2. The focal plane array (FPA) were composed by four detectors 3584×3584 pixel2, 
having pixel size of 18 micron. The requirement on the optical quality was though from the beginning: the 90% enclosed 
energy has to stay inside 2×2 pixel2. A suitable scale has been identified to be 12.5 arcsec/pixel. 40 + 2 telescopes of this 
kind were needed to meet the science requirements. 

The pre-assessment phase design [2] is based on catadioptric concept: the light is capture by the first mirror M1 (an off-
axis aspherical surface with rectangular aperture) and directed toward a second mirror M2 (an elliptical surface with 
elliptical aperture) working as stop aperture. The light is then focused through two Silica lenses (both with odd-aspheric 
surfaces) on the FPA. The layout of the design is shown in Figure 2. 

 
Figure 2. Layout of the pre-assessment phase optical design [2]. 

Despite the optical surfaces reliability, this design presents many disadvantages. First of all, the dimensions of the optical 
system are large with respect to the entrance pupil size making the telescope structure heavier. In the case of large Field 
of View, all this kind of optical concepts suffer of lack of full baffling capability, i.e. part of FPA is directly exposed to 
sky irradiation. At last, the use of mirrors makes the design more sensitive to misalignments. 

For these reasons, at the beginning of the assessment phase, started in August 2008,  we decide to study an optical 
concept completely different, and in particular, we focalized on a fully refractive design. As preliminary design, we 
presented a 5 lenses optical system matching all the requirements but having dimensions much smaller then the pre-
assessment design: the volume ratio was about 1/5. As shown in Figure 3, the telescope is composed by five lenses the 
first and the last of whom are even aspherical surface (for these two lenses we force to have the other surface flat in order 
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to facilitate the manufacturing). The choice of the glasses did not taken into account of the radiation hardened aspect 
(even if the Calcium Fluoride is naturally resistant). 
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Figure 3. Layout of the fully refractive preliminary optical design with 5 lenses. 

During the assessment phase the requirements design drivers have been refined: the spectral range was reduced to 450 to 
1000 nm, the collecting area was increased to 113 cm2 (i.e. an entrance pupil diameter equal to 120 mm), and a corrected 
Field of View increased to 750 degree2. The FPA were composed by four detectors 3584×3584 pixel2 with a gap among 
them of 2 mm, having pixel size of 18 micron. The requirements on optical quality remained the same in terms of pixels 
i.e. the 90% enclosed energy has to stay inside 2×2 pixel2, but with the pixel scale increased to 15 arcsec/pixel. In order 
to meet these new requirements, we proposed the optical design shown in Figure 4. With respect to the previous design, it 
presents 6 lenses but the overall weight is almost the same. All the adopted glasses have the correspondent radiation 
hardened version. The total length is decreased while the aperture is slightly increased. The optical quality requirement is 
matched over all the FPA but at the very far corner, and, in particular, the 90% enclosed energy is inside  2×2 pixel2 for 
the 93.4% of the Field of View, giving about 765 degree2 corrected. 
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Figure 4. Layout of the fully refractive preliminary optical design with 6 lenses. 
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At the end of the assessment phase, the major criticisms on this design regard with the use of Barium Fluoride for the 
first lens, in particular for the time to grow a BaF2 ingot of the required quality, and with the use of high order aspherical 
surfaces having large departure from the best fit sphere.  Moreover, a flag has been raised up on the manufacturability of 
4×42 CCDs in the scheduled time. 

2.2 TOUs Optical Design 

After the Assessment phase and the selection of PLATO as one of the M mission for the definition phase study, the 
baseline has been tuned on the solution of the criticisms [2]. A new kind of detectors has been planned to be mount at the 
FPA: the new CCD format is 4510×4510 pixels2 having a pixel size of 18 micron. The FPA is composed by 2×2 CCDs 
with a gap among them of 2 mm, covering then about 164×164 mm2 on the focal plane. The spectral range has been 
further reduced to 500-1000 nm while the entrance pupil diameter has been maintained at 120 mm. The requirement on 
the Field of View has been increased to at least 1000 degree2. Being the detector area increased, a suitable solution for 
the scale is to maintain the previous plate scale of 15 arcsec/pixel, with the requirement on the optical quality of 90% 
enclosed energy is inside 2×2 pixel2. A summary of the requirements for the optical design are reported in Table 2. 

Table 2. Requirements and Drivers for the Optical Design. 

Spectral range 500 – 1000 nm 

Entrance Pupil Diameter 120 mm 

Field of View > 1000 degree2 (~1062 degree2) 

Image quality 90% EE ≤ 2×2 pixel2 

Plate scale 15 arcsec/pixel 

Detector format 4510×4510 pixels2 

Pixel size 18 micron 

FPA size 164 mm 

Weight (lenses) < 6 Kg 

Working temperature -80 C 

 

With these new set of requirements and re-defining a new observation strategy (overlapping line of sight), it has been 
demonstrated that the science requirements are satisfied with 32+2 cameras. 

The new baseline currently adopted is shown in Figure 5 while the main parameters are reported in Table 3. The baseline 
has been designed at a temperature of -80 C and a pressure of 0 atm (i.e. in the working environment conditions) and it is 
quite fast camera (F/2). This design is more compact and lighter than the previous ones, but for the last lens as a 
consequence of the increased FPA area. The last lens has been converted to a spherical one while all the aspherical terms 
have been concentrated on the first surface of the first lens.  

An amount of 10% vignetting at edge of the Field of View has been considered to be acceptable: tacking into account 
that 3% vignetting is due to the solid angle under which the pupil is seen at the edge of the field, we have reduced the 
aperture of the first lens in order to have a 7% vignetting at the at the edge of the field: reducing this aperture implies the 
aspherical surface to have a minor departure from the best fit sphere. In particular, the current deviation from the best fit 
sphere has been estimated to be about 800 micron. The stop aperture has built-in the third lens avoiding the use of a 
dedicated diaphragm. The overall weight due to the lenses have been estimated to be about 5.3 Kg.   

The Barium Fluoride have been drop in favor of S-FPL51 and Calcium Fluoride. A problem with the radiation resistant 
property of the S-FPL51 (used for the lens directly exposed to the sky) has been identified and it is currently under study. 
As back-up solution we have an alternative design, very similar to the one presented here, with Calcium Fluoride as first 
lens material.  

The nominal optical quality meet the requirement inside a circular Field of View having radius 19 degree. The fraction of 
polychromatic enclosed energy  in 2 pixels is shown in Figure 6.  
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Figure 5. Layout of TOU optical design. 

Table 3. Main Parameters of the TOU optical design. 

  R Thickness Glass K a4 a6 shape size 
  (mm) (mm)      (mm) 

Lens 1 
S1 175.662 23.000 

S-FPL51 
-3.766 3.952E-8 -4.480E-12

circular 169.2 
S2 infinity 25.122    

Lens 2 
S3 1009.882 7.000 

N-KZFS11 
   

circular 142.0 
S4 140.090 54.635    

Lens 3 
S5 150.372 23.000 

CAF2 
   

circular 116.0 
S6 -228.098 59.880    

Lens 4 
S7 -791.190 17.000 

S-FPL53 
   

circular 130.0 
S8 -142.755 18.044    

Lens 5 
S9 -100.445 5.000 

KZFSN5 
   

circular 136.0 
S10 -143.002 114.184    

Lens 6 
S11 -103.992 5.000 

BK7 (G18) 
   

circular 184.0 
S12 infinity 4.000    

FPA S13 infinity      square 164.4×164.4 
 

 
Figure 6. Fraction of Polychromatic Enclosed Energy into 2 pixels. 
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A preliminary tolerance analysis has been carried out.  It is based upon a Monte Carlo deterioration of the performances 
defined as a 80%EE< 2×2 pixel2 over the corrected Field of View. It does not include any compensator, in particular 
focus is removed as potential compensator, so these are to be assumed as “in-flight” tolerances. The allowed lenses de-
centering is of the order of 50 micron while the allowed lenses tilt is of the order of 0.05 degree. The thickness lenses 
tolerance value has been estimated to be 50 micron.   

3. TOUS MECHANICAL DESIGN 
The four CCD in the focal plane assembly need to be operated at low temperature (<-70°C) to keep the signal-to-noise 
ratio in a favorable range. Due to the stringent mass requirement only very limited thermal hardware can be 
implemented, therefore the heat dissipated in the focal plane assembly is removed through the mechanical structure and 
radiated by the baffle into deep space. At the same time the temperature gradients along the TOU shall be limited to a 
few Kelvin to guarantee the necessary optical performance, as shown by the tolerance analysis performed. 

Since the integration is carried out at room temperature, while the TOU will be operated at about -80°C, the design must 
allow the compensation of the thermo-elastic stresses resulting from the CTE mismatch of the different materials used, 
which would otherwise impact the optics co-alignment and even lead to mechanical failures of the lenses. The same 
applies at the interface to the near-zero-CTE optical bench, whereby excessive interface loads would lead to the loss of 
pointing stability and co-alignment of the single TOU. 

To fulfill the above listed requirements the material chosen for the tubular mechanical structure should have high thermal 
conductivity and moderate CTE. Low density and high stiffness are necessary to cope with the launch environment and 
limited mass budget. 

Due to the fact that flexible/isostatic mounts are in general thermally low conductive the temperature homogeneity inside 
the TOU can only be reached by radiative exchange, e.g. with high emissivity of the inner surfaces. On the other hand, 
the thermal exchange between the TOU and the surrounding environment has to be minimized; therefore low emissivity 
coating and/or additional insulation (MLI) have to be taken into consideration. The conductive exchange with the optical 
bench is limited by the low conductivity of the isostatic mounts. 

During the assessment phase different materials for the mechanical structure were traded-off and the resulting setups 
were verified against the impact on mass and optical performance. The design, which allows fulfilling the performance 
requirements without exceeding the mass limit, uses AlBeMet for the tubular structure and Titanium alloy for the lens 
mounts and for the isostatic mounts. AlBeMet shows an outstanding combination of properties (high thermal 
conductivity, low density, moderate CTE, and high Young’s modulus), while Titanium provides high strength and 
flexibility. In Figure 7 the scheme of the designed TOU structure is shown. 

 
Figure 7. TOUs Mechanical structure. 
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The TOUs will be equipped with an external baffle. The aim of that baffle will be multiple: reduce straylight from 
astronomical sources out of the field of the TOUs, reduce straylight due to mutual scattering of the TOUs or from other 
part of the satellite, and even play a role as thermal radiator. 

Due to mass and space budgets,  its dimension and shape are quite limited:  it will be a cone with an angle chosen in 
order to avoid any vignetting of the Field of View; it will be cut in order to not intercept the radiation coming from the 
Sun (the angle of the cut will be varying among the groups of the TOUs considering their different orientation); the 
dimensions too  will vary among the group of TOUs, but anyway comprised in a box of about 350x350x350mm, and the 
weight, if realized in aluminum as actually foreseen, should be 0.5 kg. Figure 8 shows the mechanical design of a baseline 
Baffle.  

 
 

Figure 8. TOUs baffle mechanical design. 
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